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Touching on many forms 
for Collaboration
Collaboration is the buzzword for education today, 
but it means something diff erent to each educator 
and technology coach—especially when incorporating 
Touchscreen technologies—iPad, Kindle and Windows 
8— into the classroom landscape.  Visit LEXXPO Booth 
556 and see SMARTdesks’ iPad fl ipIT®, iDrawer®, fl ipIT 
Laptop Safe®, armPad™, and PadMount™ solutions.

Explore unique Collaboration Furniture, too: Quint™ 
5-sided tops that nest together to form collaboration 
groups. On casters or glides, fi xed height or height 
adjustable.  iGroup® Tables form a myriad of interactive 
shapes, as do the larger scale Exchange™ tables.  Our 
classroom design team is ready to help you specify and 
arrange your learning space today. This essential service 
is off ered online without cost or obligation. 
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Quint™
Collaboration 
Tables

iPad fl ipIT®
Positioning in portrait or 
landscape. Keeps iPad® 
connected to power. 
Secure enclosure.

iDrawer®
Secure compartment for iPad® and small 
devices. USB power and 110VAC internal. 
No more low batteries.

iGroup® Collaboration Tables
Form great shapes for interaction!

Exchange™ Collaboration Tables
Use the same table elements to form a range of interactive shapes! 

Optional fl ipIT® Workstations or fl ipIT Laptop Safe® may also be installed.

Shaping collaborative conferencing & 
education in the 21st Century

Each SMARTdesks furniture product is 
made to order using Certifi ed Green 

Manufacturing Methods.  
Lifetime Warranty.

How to Collaborate in 
the Post PC Age
Visit us at booth 556 and fi nd out
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